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ABSTRACT 
Diabetes mellitus (DM) and its complications most important Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is soon to develop into one of the 21st 

Century’s major wellbeing issues. It denotes a huge financial Burden to wellbeing care officials and governments. To contest this 

coming up epidemic, this paper proposes a noninvasive method to detect DM and no proliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR), the 

primary step of DR based on three groups of features take out a noninvasive capture device with image correction first capture the 

tongue images. A tongue color gamut is established in 12 colors representing the tongue gloominess facial appearance. The texture 

values of eight blocks deliberately located on the tongue exterior, with the additional mean of all eight blocks is used to 

characterize the nine tongue texture features. Finally, 13 features obtained from tongue images based on measurements, distances, 

areas, and there ratios represent the geometric features. Applying a arrangement of the 34 features, the future method can 

separate Healthy/DM tongues as well as NPDR/DM-sans and NPDR (DM samples without NPDR) tongues using features from all 

the three groups with average accuracies of 80.52% and 80.33%, respectively. This is concerning a database consisting of 130 

healthy and 296 DM samples, where 29 of those with DM are NPDR. 

 

KEYWORDS:  Diabetes mellitus, Diabetic retinopathy. on Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy, Tongue Color 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Diabetic retinopathy (DR), a major micro vascular problem of diabetes, has a significant impact on the 

world's health systems. worldwide the number of people with DR will grow from 126.6 million in 2010 to 191.0 
million by 2030, and we approximate that the number with vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy (VTDR) will 
increase from 37.3 million to 56.3 million, if on time action is not taken. Despite growing evidence documenting 
the effectiveness of routine DR screening and early on treatment, DR frequently leads to unfortunate visual 
functioning and represents the leading cause of blindness in working health-care research and planning in many 
low-income countries, where access to trained eye-care professional’s moreover tertiary eye-care services may 
be inadequate. Demand for, as well as, supply of services may be a problem. Rates of compliance with diabetes 
medications along with annual eye examinations may be low, the reasons for which are multifactorial. 
Innovative and comprehensive approaches are needed to decrease the risk of vision loss by prompt diagnosis 
and early treatment of VTDR 

Diabetes mellitus (DM) and their complications are most important, to diabetic retinopathy (DR) in major 
health problems. This represents a enormous financial encumber to wellbeing care administrator and 
governments. To combat this approach for epidemic, propose a non invasive automated method [13] to detect 
DM and NPDR by distinguishing Healthy/DM and NPDR/DM sans NPDR (DM without NPDR) samples for 
using an array of tongue features such us colour, texture, and geometry. 
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Fig. 1: Consumer by Disability 

 
The human tongue contains numerous features that can used to identify diagnose disease, with colour, 

texture, and geometry features. The existing system use SVM classifier for classification. But this SVM 
classifier has high algorithmic complication and also the speed of the SVM classifier is quite low and this 
system does not considered white coatings in the tongue images for accurate prediction. 

To solve this problem the proposed system introduced Least Square Twin Support Vector Machine 
(LSTSVM) for categorization and coating is extract by using importance method. The white coating may 
dominantly current in some tongues and in some others it resolves be less leading. In this proposed work 
LSTSVM classifier separate the DM and NPDR using the colour, Texture, white coating and geometry features. 
The colour, texture, white coating and geometry features are extracted from the captured tongue image and 
classify the image using LSTSVM Classifier. From the obtained result, computational time of the proposed time 
faster compares to existing systems. This work proposes a non invasive way to detect DM and non proliferative 
diabetic retinopathy (NPDR), the early stage of DR based on three groups of features extract from tongue 
images. They comprise colour, texture, and geometry. A non invasive capture device with image improvement 
first captures the tongue images. A tongue colour gamut is well-known with twelve colour representing the 
tongue colour features. The texture values of eight blocks well located on the tongue surface, with the 
supplementary mean of all eight blocks are used to characterize the nine tongue texture features. Finally, 
thirteen features extracted from tongue images based on dimensions, distances, area and their ratio stand for the 
geometry features. apply a combination of the 34 features, the proposed method can separate Healthy/DM 
tongues as fine as NPDR/DM-sans NPDR (DM samples without NPDR) tongues using features from each of the 
three groups with regular accuracies of 80.52% and 80.33%, respectively. To detecting the DM and NPDR, the 
initial stage of DR based on four groups of features extracted from tongue images. They include colour, texture, 
white coating and geometr[20]. A non-invasive capture mechanism with image correction first captures the 
tongue images. The adaptive median filter is used for eliminate the noise from tongue image.  The tongue colour 
gamut represents all possible colours that appear on the tongue surface. The colour features are extracted from 
the sample tongue image. The white coating is represented by intensity method. To compute the texture value of 
each block, the 2D Gabor filter is useful. 

The texture of tongue images part eight blocks. Here the Healthy samples having a higher texture value and 
DM samples have lower texture values. The texture features are extracted from the tongue image [22].  Finally 
13 geometry features extracted from tongue images. These features are based on dimensions, distances, areas, 
and their ratios. The existing system use SVM classifier for classification. It takes huge time to complete the 
process. To work out this problem the system use LSTSVM which is one of the new promising machine 
learning approaches suitable for classification problems which solves the system of linear equations using an 
particularly fast as well as simple algorithm and thus reduce much less computational time than the SVM. 
Finally LSTSVM is used to classify Healthy/DM and NPDR/DM-sans NPDR samples using groups of features 
extracted from tongue images. 

 
Releated Works: 
Stages of red-lesions: 

An automated method which can detect images containing red lesions with a very high compassion and a 
realistic specificity. This allows the method to be used in a prescreening setting. This work addresses the 
difficulty of detecting red-lesions in three stages. First, each image is preprocessed; next, candidate objects that 
may symbolize red-lesions are extracted; and in the final stage the probability for each candidate to represent a 
red-lesion is projected with a classifier and a huge set of specifically designed features. To take advantage of 
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prior works, and to enable comparisons between this system and previous approaches, the system of Spencer 
together with the extensions to this system proposed was taken as this starting point. The Spencer Frame system 
employs a related dispensation pipeline.  

 
Novel Procedural Offerings: 

Two novel procedural offerings are made. First, a new candidate detection scheme based on pixel 
classification is proposed. A hybrid scheme that combines both detection strategies is tested as well. Second, to 
develop the categorization of the applicant objects into lesion and non lesion, an extensive number of features 
have been additional to the set planned by Spencer Frame. Some classifiers have been tested and best results 
were obtained with k-nearest-neighbors (k-NN) category. The method is tuned and trained on a set of 50 
photographs representative of those used in a screening set, and experienced on an additional, completely 
independent set of 50 photographs. The first applicant discovery step of the hybrid system combines the 
detected candidates of the mathematical morphology with the candidate of the pixel categorization based 
system. It is important to miss as few red lesions as possible in the first candidate taking out step because any 
lesions missing in this step cannot be retrieved later. Therefore, each system has been adjusted for highest 
sensitivity in the first step; assure that the largest number of lesions is extracted. This method achieves better 
accuracy and better performance.  But the region growing procedure often fails to find the object border in 
subtle cases and grows into nearby objects and human expert did not detect every abnormal image in the test set 
nor found all red lesions. 

 
Micro aneurysms: 

A new method for detecting Micro Aneurysms (MA) to prevent Diabetic Retinopathy. The micro aneurysm 
in digital fundus images is detected by creating an ensemble of pre processing and candidate extraction methods. 
The pre processing improves the contrast of the image or enhances salient objects present in the image. Another 
pre processing method removes the vessels for better detection of micro aneurysm. Then micro aneurysm is 
detected in the pre processed image by extracting the candidates. Candidate extraction is a process that aims to 
spot any objects in the image showing micro aneurysm-like characteristics. In MA detection, detectors provide 
spatial coordinates as centers of possible MA candidates. The utilize of famous assembly techniques would 
require a classification of each pixel, which can be confusing in this situation, since dissimilar algorithms extract 
MAs with different approaches and the MA centers may not match accurately. To conquer this complexity, 
close MA candidates of the individual detectors are gathered and a voting scheme is applied on them. 

 
Support vector machine: 

The work proposes Support Vector Machine classifier to improve the detection of the micro aneurysm in 
digital fundus images so that the detections are not faulty. Support Vector Machines are supervised learning 
models with associated algorithms that analyze data and recognize patterns used for classification and regression 
study. The future algorithms classify the images using Support Vector Machine Classifier. Pre-processing 
method is used to improve the image. The candidates are then extracted from the pre-processed image using the 
methods described. These extracted candidates are the problem domain for the Support Vector Machine 
classifier. This method incorporates contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization makes the salient parts of 
the image more visible and the Gray level transformation improves the overall contrast of the image. The main 
difficulties in the detection of microaneurysms are the non identical illumination and interference of related 
objects and need to add new MA candidate extractors may lead to further improvement. 

 
Intermediate images: 

This investigates a set of optimally adjusted morphological operators used for micro aneurysm detection on 
non dilated pupil and low contrast retinal images. To detect vessels, two intermediate images are generated. The 
first image is obtained by a closing operator (φ) on image fsc to eliminate the details from the image. A second 
image is obtained via filled-in little black dots on fsc with diameters smaller than size of MA in order to remove 
small red objects and fill hole in the vessel. The diameter of a MA lies between 10 and 100μm, but it always 
smaller then a diameter λ < 125μm. In our image set of size 752 x 500 pixels, the size of a MA is about 10 
pixels. Vessel candidate areas are obtained by means of the dissimilarity between the first image and the second 
image from the previous step. The pre processing include noise elimination, contrast improvement and shade 
rectification. Candidate retinal features which can cause a false detection, i.e., exudates and vessels are detected 
in the second step. And the last step is MA detection by means of a set of optimally adjusted mathematical 
morphology.  

 
Performance using test data: 

Computer-aided screening system (DREAM) that analyzes fundus images with varying illumination and 
fields of vision, and generates a severity evaluation for diabetic retinopathy (DR) using machine learning. The 
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set of data used for the contest consisted of 50 preparation images with available reference standard and 50 test 
images where the reference standard. The results obtained on the test data were submitted through a website 
after which standardized valuation software was used to find out the performance of each of the methods. The 
detection of micro aneurysms in digital color fundus photographs is a dangerous first step in automated 
screening for diabetic retinopathy (DR), a common complication of diabetes with the context of Retinopathy 
Online Challenge for various aspects of detectionThe segmentation of the intima-media complex (IMC) of the 
common carotid artery (CCA) wall is important for the evaluation of atherosclerosis. The set of data used for the 
competition consisted of 50 training images with existing reference standard and 50 test images where the 
reference standard. The result obtained on the test data was submitted through a website after which consistent 
evaluation software was used to determine the performance of each of the methods. There is room for 
improvement as the best performing system does not reach the performance of the human expert. 

 
Proposed System: 
A. Tounge Image Acquisition and Preprocessing: 

Tongue image is capture via camera is shown in figue 2. During image capture; patients placed their chin 
on a chinrest while showing their tongue near the camera.[20] The images captured in JPEG format that ranged 
from 257 × 189 pixels to 443 × 355 pixels were color corrected to eliminate any  variability in color images 
caused by changes of illumination and device dependence. Preprocessing is used for improve the visual 
appearance of images. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Tongue Capture device 

 
B. Tongue Color Feature Extraction: 
Tongue Color Gamut: 

The tongue color gamut represents each possible color that come out on the tongue plane, and exists in the 
red boundary [23]. It represent the tongue color gamut, 12 colors plotted were selected with the help of the RGB 
color space. On the RG line, a point Y (Yellow) is marked linking RB, a point P (Purple) is marked, and C 
(Cyan) is marked between GB. The middle of the RGB color space is calculated and selected as W (White), the 
first of the 12 colors .Then, for both R (Red), B (Blue), Y, P, and C point, a in a straight line is drawn to W. 
Each time these lines overlap the tongue color gamut, a new color is further to represent the 12 colors. This 
accounts for R, Y, C, B, P. LR (Light Red), LP (Light purple)  and LB (Light blue) are intermediate linking line 
from the black border to W, while DR (Deep red) is selected as no earlier point occupy that area. 

 
Table 1: Rgb And Cie Lab Values Of The 12 Colors. 

Color [R G B] [L A B] 
Cyan(C) [188   188  185] [76.06  -0.558  1.36] 
Red (R) [189   99    91  ] [52.25  34.84   21] 
Blue (B) [183  165  180] [69.46 9.54 -5.49] 
Purple(P) [226  142  214] [69.46 42.47 -23.88] 
Deep Red (DR) [136  72     49  ] [37.84 24.55 25.93] 
Light Red (LR) [227  150  147] [69.46 28.49 13.39] 
Light Purple (LP) [225  173  207] [76.06 24.32 -9.77] 
Light Blue (LB) [204  183  186] [76.06 7.89 0.98] 
Black (BK) [107  86     56 ] [37.84 3.96 20.58] 
Gray (GY) [163  146  143] [61.65 5.71 3.73] 
White (W) [200  167  160] [70.97 10.98 8.29] 
Yellow (Y) [166  129   93 ] [56.31 9.55 24.45] 

 
C. Color Feature Extraction: 

Designed for the center pixels of a tongue image, corresponding RGB values are first extracted, and 
converted to CIELAB [22] by transfer RBG to CIEXYZ using The LAB values are then compared to 12 colors 
from the tongue color gamut and assign the color which is nearby to it (calculated using Euclidean distance) 
[22].After evaluating all tongue foreground pixels, the entire of each color is summed and divided by the total 
number of pixels. This ratio of the 12 colors forms the speech color feature vector v, where v = [c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, 
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c6, c7, c8, c9, c10, c11, c12] and ci represents the sequence of colors. As an example, the color features of three 
tongues are shown in visual form along with its extracted color feature vector, where the original image is 
decomposed into one of the 12 colors. In these three samples Healthy sample, DM sample, NPDR sample, the 
majority of pixels are R. The mean colors of Healthy, DM, and NPDR are displayed along with their standard 
deviation (std). DM tongues which have a higher ratio of DR, LR, and Y are greater in Healthy samples, and 
GY is higher in NPDR. The rest of the mean color features are similar. Only seven colors are listed out of the 12 
as the remaining five have ratios less than 1%  identify the white coating and dominant color of the tongue 
during this approach. The white coating may dominantly present in dome tongues and in some others it will be 
less dominant. It selects the directly linked intensities of all the white covered areas. 

 
Table 2: Mean ( ) Of The Color Features For Healthy, And Npdr  

 C R DR LR GY W Y 
Healthy 23.77 30.94 12.71 14.12 10.54 1.3 6.53 
DM 24.80 30.70 18.40 10.53 10.80 1.07 3.55 
NPDR 24.14 28.54 14.31 11.12 15.50 1.73 6.82 

 
D. Tongue Texture Feature Extraction: 

Texture feature extraction from tongue image is presented. To better represent the texture of tongue images, 
eight blocks of size 64 × 64 strategically located on the tongue surface are used. A block size of 64 × 64 was 
chosen due to the actuality that it covers all eight surface areas very well, while achieving minimum overlap. 
Larger blocks would plaster areas outside the tongue edge, and overlap more with other blocks. Smaller block 
sizes would avoid overlapping, but not cover the eight areas as efficiently. The blocks are calculated 
automatically by first locating the center of the tongue using a segmented binary tongue foreground image [8]. 
Following this, the edges of the tongue are established and equal parts are measured from its center to position 
the eight blocks. Block 1 is located at the angle Blocks 2 and 3 and Blocks 4 and 5 are on each side; Blocks 6 
and 7 are at the root, and Block 8 is at the center. The Gabor filter is a linear filters used in image processing and 
is commonly used in texture representation also. The 2D gabor filter can be represented in Eqn. (1) 

  

where x’ = x · cosθ + y ·sinθ, y’ = −x · sinθ + y · cosθ, σ is the variance, λ is the wavelength, γ is the part 
ratio of the sinusoidal function and θ is the direction. A total of three σ (1, 2, and 3) and four θ (00, 450, 900, and 
1350) choices were investigated to achieve the best result. Each sort out is convolved with a texture block to 
produce a response Rk (x, y): 

 
where is the texture block and *represents 2-D convolution. Responses of a block are combined to form FRi 

, and its final response evaluated as follows: 

 
which selects the maximum pixel intensities, and represents the texture of a block by averaging the pixel 

values of FRi . In the end, σ equal to 1 and 2 with three orientations (00, 450 and 1350) 

 
 

Fig. 3: Location of the 8 texture blocks on the tongue 
 
This is due to the fact that the sum of all texture blocks between Healthy and DM had the largest absolute 

difference. Each filter is convolved with a texture block to produce a response Rk (x, y): where is the texture 
block and * represents 2-D convolution. Responses of a block are combined to form FRi, and its final response 
evaluated as follows: which selects the maximum pixel intensities, and represents the texture of a block by  
averaging the pixel values of FRi . In the end, σ equipped 1 and 2with three orientations (00, 450 and 1350) was 
chosen. This is due to the fact that the sum of all texture blocks between Healthy and DM had the largest 
absolute difference. 
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Fig. 4: Texture Features (a) Healthy Tongue (b) DM Tongue 
 

 
 

E.Tongue Geometry Feature Extraction: 
The thirteen geometry features extracted from tongue images. These features are based on measurements, 

distances, areas, and their ratios.  
Width: the width w feature is measured as the horizontal distance along the x axis from the tongues 

outermost sight edge point ( ) to its furthest left edge point ( ) 
w=  
Length: The length l feature is measured as the vertical distance along the y-axis from a tongue’s outermost 

bottom edge ( ) point to its outermost top edge point ( ): 
l=  
Length–width ratio: The length–width ratio lw is the ratio of a tongue’s length to its width  

lw =  

Smaller half-distance: Smaller half-distance z is the half distance of l or w depending on which segment is 
shorter  

z =  

Center distance: The center distance (cd) is distance from y-axis center point to the center of point  l 
 

-  

 
where     =  

Center distance ratio: Center distance ratio (cdr) is ratio of cd to l: 
cdr = cd/ l 
Area: The area (a) of a tongue is defined as the number of tongue center pixels. 
Circle area: Circle area (ca) is the area of a circle within the tongue foreground using smaller half-distance 

z, where r = z 
ca = . 
    

 
Fig. 4: Circle area 

Circle area ratio: Circle area ratio (car) is the ratio of ca to a: 
car =  

Square area: Square area (sa) is the area of a square defined within the tongue foreground using smaller 
half-distance z  

                                            Sa=4z2 
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Fig. 5: Square area 

Square area ratio: Square area ratio (sar) is the ratio of sa to a: 
sar =  

Triangle area: Triangle area (ta) is the area of a triangle defined within the tongue foreground .The right 
point of the triangle is , the left point is , and the bottom is . 

Triangle area ratio: Triangle area ratio (tar) is the ratio of ta to  
               tar =  

 

 
Fig. 6: Triangle area 

 
Recommended Solutions: 
C. SVM  Classification: 

The classification problem can be controlled to reflection of the two-class problem without loss of 
generality. This linear classifier is termed the optimal extrication hyper plane. Intuitively, we would expect this 
boundary to generalize well as opposed to the other possible boundaries. By applying each feature individually 
to separate Healthy/DM, the highest average accuracy  achieved (via SVM) was only 66.26%.a support vector 
machine (SVM) , where the kernel  function (linear) mapped the training data into kernel space.  With the 
average of all five repetitions recorded as the final classification rate. 
 
Table 3: Classification results of using each color individually todiscriminate npdr vs. Dm-sans npdr using svm.       

Feature Number Feature Name Average Accuracy (%) 
1 C 54.26 
2 R 40.09 
3 B 57.24 
4 P 50.29 
5 DR 61.07 
6 LR 52.98 
7 LP 45.19 
8 LB 55.07 
9 BK 49.44 
10 GY 70.81 
11 W 64.14 
12 Y 53.12 

 
Table 4: Classification results of using each texture block individually to discriminate npdr vs. Dm-sans npdr using svm. 

Feature Number Feature Name Average Accuracy (%) 
13 Block 1 50.36 
14 Block 2 58.22 
15 Block 3 55.22 
16 Block 4 67.07 
17 Block 5 61.45 
18 Block 6 52.82 
19 Block 7 48.41 
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20 Block 8 49.15 
21 Mean of Blocks 1-8 61.00 

 
Table 5: Classification results of using each geometry featureindividually to discriminate npdr vs. Dm-sans npdr using svm.with svm 

Feature Number Feature Name Average Accuracy (%) 
22 w 30.12 
23 l 52.98 
24 Lw 46.08 
25 Z 56.43 
26 Cd 43.91 
27 Cdr 48.48 
28 A 62.57 
29 Ca 58.30 
30 Car 46.45 
31 Sa 58.30 
32 Sar 58.08 
33 Ta 32.07 
34 Tar 45.49 

 
Table 6: Optimization of npdr vs. Dm-sans npdr classificationusing feature selection 

 Grouping Feature Numbers Feature 
Names 

Average 
Accuracy(%) 

Color 1,3,5,7-11 C,B,DR,LP-W 75.84 
Texture 13-17,21 Blocks 1-5,Mean Of Blocks 

1-8 
72.09 

Geometry 23,28,32 L,a,sar 65.27 
Best of Color,Texture,and 
Geometry 

3,7,10,28 B,LP,GY,a 79.21 
 
 

ALL Feature 7,10,11,14,25 LP,GY,W,Block 2,z 80.33 
   

D. LSTSVM Classifier: 

 
  

Fig. 7: Architucture diagram 
 
Instead of support vector machine, Transductive SVMs is used for classification. Least Square TSVM 

(LSTSVM) was proposed to speed up the classification process. It solves two linear equations rather than two 
complex quadratic programming problems. LSTSVM is earlier than TSVM and has better simplification 
capability. Consider ‘m’ data points belong to positive class and ‘n’ data points fit in to downbeat class. R 
represents instruction trial of ‘k’ dimension. Let ϵ  is a matrix that represents the instance of positive 
class and ϵ  is a matrix that represents the instances of negative class. Two non-parallel hyper-planes in 

 are given below:  
 =0   and  =0 

The Least Square TSVM is a categorization technique which is used for separate the diabetes mellitus and 
non proliferative diabetic retinopathy sample starting the well samples.  

F.An Improved Feature Selection and Classification                        Approach 
The proposed system presents a feature range algorithm based on ant colony optimization (ACO).  It has 

been successfully used in the general idea optimization technique. ACO which is a randomized search method 
based on the foraging behavior of some ant species[14]. These ants deposit same amount of pheromone on their 
paths in order to mark some constructive trail that must be followed by other members of the colony, so shorter 
paths will receive more pheromone per time unit. In addition, the quantity of pheromone on each path decreases 
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as time passes because of evaporation. Therefore, longer paths lose their pheromone intensity and become less 
sympathetic more than time. ACO is mostly suitable for best feature selection. Features are randomly assigned 
to each ant and evaluate it.  For each ant calculate the Calculate State Rule. And then evaluated the ant based on 
the fitness function. Here fitness function is taken for accuracy.  If three successive steps don’t improve 
accuracy, the process will be continued. ACO has been successfully applied in the selection of optimal minimal 
subset of feature such as colour, texture and geometric features. 
 
Conclusion: 

The proposed system is used to classify Healthy/DM and NPDR/DM-sans NPDR samples using three 
groups of features extracted from tongue images. A tongue color gamut was first applied such that each tongue 
image can be represented by 12 colors. Afterward, eight blocks strategically located on the tongue were 
extracted and its texture value calculated. Finally, 13 geometry features from tongue images based on 
measurements, distances, areas, and their ratios were extracted. After the feature extraction, we need to select an 
optimal feature for achieve low execution time.  Then Least Square TSVM (LSTSVM) used in this produces the 
more accurate information than the SVM classifier. In those experimental results of proposed system achieves 
high accuracy compared with existing work in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and f-measure.  

 

 
Fig. 8: ROC Curves for healthy vs DM and NPDR Vs DM-Sans 

 
Result: 
SVM : 

1. The speed in learning a model and the method for dealing with the potential unbalance of samples in 
different classes are still two critical problems for multi-class classification problems in SVMs 

2. Moreover, as the size of the training dataset increases, the speed of our proposed algorithm is much lower  
 
Lstsvm: 

. Furthermore, LSTSVM overcomes the sample unbalance problem in two classes by choosing two different 
penalty variables for different classes and faster in learning a model by solving system of linear equations  

2. Moreover, as the size of the training dataset increases, the speed of our proposed algorithm is much faster 
than SVM                    
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